Introduction to Clinical Medicine
Essay

**Topic:** Case report.
You have to choose one of the most interesting cases that you have seen and you have to make a detailed case report on it! The detailed case report should contain the basic information about the patient, the present illness or complaint, the problem list, the assessment and the final solution. Please mention why you found the chosen case interesting.

Length: 1400 characters, type-written

**Deadline:** 5th December 2021

Please include your name, your Neptun ID and group number in the case report.

You will have to send your essay and attendance sheet to the Directorate of International Studies, English Language Program’s Office latest by 5th December 2021.

Best regards,

Dr. Péter Torzsa

Associate Professor

e-mail: torzsa.peter@med.semmelweis-univ.hu

---

**Family Practice**

**GROUP 9**
Tutor: Dr. Dani Vilmos
Date: **18 October 2021** 12.00-14.15!
Address: XI. Budapest, Albertfalva u. 3.
Tel: 208-4043

**GROUP 10**
Tutor: Dr. Kotányi Péter
Date: **18 October 2021** 12.00-14.15!
Address: IX. Budapest, Drégely u. 19.
Tel: 2-175-600

**GROUP 7**
Tutor: Dr. Dani Vilmos
Date: **25 October 2021** 12.00-14.15!
Address: XI. Budapest, Albertfalva u. 3.
Tel: 208-4043
GROUP 8
Tutor: Dr. Kotányi Péter
Date: 25 October 2021  12.00-14.15!
Address: IX. Budapest, Drégely u. 19.
Tel: 2-175-600

GROUP 17
Tutor: Dr. Dani Vilmos
Date: 15 November 2021  12.00-14.15!
Address: XI. Budapest, Albertfalva u. 3.
Tel: 208-4043

GROUP 19
Tutor: Dr. Kotányi Péter
Date: 15 November 2021  12.00-14.15!
Address: IX. Budapest, Drégely u. 19.
Tel: 2-175-600

GROUP 16
Tutor: Dr. Dani Vilmos
Date: 26 November 2021  10.00-12.15
Address: XI. Budapest, Albertfalva u. 3.
Tel: 208-4043

GROUP 20
Tutor: Dr. Kotányi Péter
Date: 26 November 2021  10.00-12.15
Address: IX. Budapest, Drégely u. 19.
Tel: 2-175-600